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Introductory words: 

 

GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD AND PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! We are 

welcoming all present from the OTHER WORLD very cordially. ”Where two or three are assembled 

in my NAME there I’ll be right in the middle of them,” these CHRISTIAN WORDS shall guide all 

our meetings. We will do this work in HIS NAME so that it will serve everybody. Only HE is able to 

send authorized TEACHERS so that we can receive the TRUTH. We ask CHRIST to bless all present 

here with HIS spiritual PROTECTION so that we won't be a plaything for the antagonist of GOD. We 

know that we have to make the greatest contribution ourselves. – Our destination is to grow through 

spiritual TEACHING, then to be able to distribute the TRUTH there where it can fall on fertile 

ground. We are asking for GUIDANCE so that our mission on Earth will be justified. We cannot reach 

this destination under our own steam, without spiritual HELP. We thank all HELPERS from the 

OTHER WORLD who support us in this. In this sense we are hoping for a blessed and enlightening 

evening. 

 

 

 

Words for the day from WHITE EAGLE: 

 

“To forsake the world” doesn’t necessarily mean to give up all material possessions. It only depends 

on the attitude. Whatever difficulties may arise, whatever problems bother you, above everything else, 

trust in GOD. Believe in GOD’S WISDOM and LOVE with all your heart. We take the expression of 

“to forsake the world” to mean to relinquish all mundane thoughts! Hand your human problems to the 
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divine SPIRIT. Trust in the GREAT LIGHT, the ORIGINAL SOURCE of your being. Your problem 

will then no longer bother you, because deep in your heart you know that GOD is aware of your 

hardship and everything will be o.k. When the soul has finally learned to hand everything over to 

GOD, HIS POWER will become effective.  

 

 

(Welcoming those present) 

 

 

LUKAS : GREETINGS IN THE NAME OF GOD AND PEACE ACROSS ALL FRONTIERS! 

 

  This is LUKAS writing. We are pleased about the interest shown in our work. We would 

like to support you with the publications that are about to be launched. Consider this to be a 

trial. You will soon recognise whether our scriptures are accepted or not. Everything else 

will fall into place. Now to your questions. We are listening. 

 

Question : Philosophy professor Sir Carl R. Popper once said: “Our primary aim must be to achieve 

peace. This is very difficult to accomplish in a world like ours. But we must not shy away 

from going to war for the sake of peace. The way things presently stand, this is 

unavoidable. It is a sad affair but we must do it, if we want to save the world. 

Determination is of decisive importance.” - What do you say to this view?   

 

ARON : What has to be said right from that start is that whatever you call peace has different 

interpretations. What is of primary importance is that you, as souls, find your own peace 

within yourselves. What this philosopher is talking about is world-peace between nations, 

something - in your opinion - that can often only be regulated through the force of arms. 

 

  You have presently an example in Yugoslavia. With the help of one or more people, the 

dark forces have threatened this peace by destroying human souls in a so-called “fratricide” 

and this in their own country. According to your present day thought patterns, this can only 

be arrested through counter strategies which oppose this trend. According to your 

discretion, these types of wars are necessary in order to secure peace, world-peace.  

 

  But this is not according to the divine PLAN! 

 

  Killing always means that the negative powers receive additional fertile ground. To 

conduct such wars does not comply with divine LAWS. We, GOD’S SERVANTS, cannot 

condone these wars.     

 

Question : The war in Yugoslavia shows the dilemma politics presents. On the hand one would like to 

prevent a war and on the other hand one is not willing to just sit back and observe how an 

insane political regime tries to slaughter a whole nation. Did NATO react correctly? 

 

ARON : The way you assess the situation based on your present thought and heart structures, there 

was no other alternative.  
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Question : Have nuclear weapons managed to avert World War 3? 

 

ARON : These power plays, especially in regards to nuclear weapons, force you to consider your 

plans of actions very carefully.  

 

Question : Are inner peace and general peace two completely different subjects? 

 

ARON : They are not different themes. - Peace comprises divine PEACE for a start, divine PEACE 

within, a divine coexistence with nature and with your fellow man. Peace is also expressed 

in the way members of a family coexist, the way people coexist within a nation and it 

expands to include the coexistence of all the individual, diverse continents. Divine PEACE 

starts with you, with every individual. Only when you have this divine PEACE, and an 

inner conviction that you can express this PEACE within you to the outside, will you be 

able to secure world-peace, national peace or peace within your own family.         

 

Question : Our history books have never been volumes wherein the mental development of mankind 

has been regarded as the main topic, but as a history of might. In regards to world-peace, 

has history any meaning at all?  

 

ARON : Your human history can only record where mistakes within the thought matrix of man have 

occurred. Even the Church is not in a position to sustain peace and GOD’S 

COMMANDMENTS through the centuries to a degree, where mankind is able to coexist 

with one another in a dignified manner. 

 

Question : All kinds of experts sit around a table. Not one of them knows how to achieve peace. Every 

one of them expects the solution of the problem to come from the other. Does one need 

more HEART than head for such a solution? 

 

  (T. B: That’s how it is) 
 

ARON : •   Peace entails the dignified acceptance of the other and seeing that the person next to         

 you is not an adversary, but a part of oneself and a part of GOD. 

 

  Only across this BRIDGE, this divine BRIDGE, can peace be secured. Here on Earth, 

power and stamina and the thought: “I will win this bout!” prevails. 

 

Question : In your opinion, is it legitimate to wage war in order to stop the proliferation of nuclear 

weapons and to prevent a nuclear war?  

 

ARON : All wars on Earth are based on mankind’s egotism. 

 

 No war is according to GOD’S WILL, even if it is regarded as the solution for problems 

here on Earth. 

 

The prevention of a war can only be achieved when mankind understands that it works 

against GOD.  
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Question : More than ever, it is of great importance that we get by with a minimum of revenge and 

similar atrocities. The question is only - how? 

 

ARON : This is something everyone has to test for themselves.  

 

 Of an evening, test whether you have passed negative judgment over people. In order to 

send thought waves in a positive direction, you have to begin with yourself.      

 

Question : In order to live in peace one has to think peace. Is this the key to solving the problem? 

 

ARON : Yes, you have reduced it to a common denominator. 

 

Question : Is INNER PEACE at the forefront of everything? 

 

ARON : INNER PEACE represents the first link of a chain that eventually entwines the whole 

planet Earth. You are the first link - if I may and can call you that - by searching for your 

INNER PEACE within you, in your INNER CENTRE and this in your heart. This means: 

 

 That you respect and outwardly express the divine LAWS. 

 That you do not bear anyone a grudge.  

 That you not destroy anyone. 

 That you do not do evil to anyone. 

 

You can pass on your divine VIBRATIONS to your immediate surroundings only across 

this BRIDGE and your immediate surroundings will then also try to transport it further. 

 

Question : But how can you reinforce this INNER PEACE within yourself? 

 

LUKAS : Well, to begin with you have to recognise this PEACE within you. There are people who 

do not want to know anything about this INNER PEACE, respectively do not know this 

PEACE. This brings with it discontentedness and serious conflicts are on the cards. 

 

 When you have experienced this INNER PEACE, just once, you will know what it 

feels like and you can get back to it at any time.  

 

But this only happens when you go within, be it in prayer, meditation or be it during a 

solitary walk through the forest. This is why we always say: 

 

 Go and enjoy nature on your own and avoid the noise of cities. This is absolutely 

necessary, if you want to find and experience INNER PEACE! 

 

Somewhere along the line the intervals between feeling and losing this INNER PEACE 

will get shorter and shorter and this INNER PEACE will remain with you more and more 

until the most severe storms life can throw at you will no longer traumatise you. You will 
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then have become strong and invincible and you can then help others without relinquishing 

your INNER CENTRE. 

 

Question : What does the LAW of PEACE contain? 

 

ARON : The LAW of PEACE - if you like to call it that - includes divine LOVE and the divine 

LAWS that are to be observed and abided by here on Earth. Only by abiding by these 

COMMANDMENTS will you find your own INNER PEACE with yourself, with mankind 

and with this planet. 

 

Question : What relationship does exist between anxieties of lifestyle, illnesses and INNER PEACE? 

 

ARON : Those, that do not sense within that they are a divine part of the WHOLE and do not make 

peace with themselves and with all the others on this planet, will continue to live through 

commotions and many a crisis within their very soul.  

 

 Illnesses of a physical nature are the result of mental commotions.  

       

  Only through the LOVE for GOD, the LOVE for oneself and the LOVE for all of one’s 

fellow men, can INNER PEACE and peace on Earth be guaranteed. 

 

Question : Will one be able to achieve world-peace through space travel? 

 

ARON : In this regards, you are presently looking at competition and positions of power. Space 

exploration will open a door that will make you realise that you, here on Earth, are not the 

only ones that exist. 

 

Question : Can other races from other stars make a contribution in regards to achieving peace on 

Earth? 

 

ARON : This will guarantee that the divine MESSENGERS and their inspiration and their 

KNOWLEDGE about the OMNIPOTENCE of CREATION can gain a foothold here on 

Earth. 

 

Question : As we are only a part of the “ocean of souls” we move about in, how can we gain this 

INNER PEACE as individuals? 

 

  (T. B: That is possible!) 
 

LUKAS : Only through INNER KNOWLEDGE. - You need a stable foundation and this foundation 

can be established in various ways. You are quite aware of it and I will therefore not enter 

into it. This solid foundation makes a BUILDING out of spiritual ENERGY, one that 

reaches up to HEAVENS, possible.  
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Question : But due to the hectic lifestyle and all the other things we’re confronted with on Earth, this 

spiritual BUILDING continues to fall down. How can one find this, one’s ANCHOR, very 

quickly in spite of this?  

 

  (T. B: It’s up to you!) 
 

LUKAS : We say: You must grow and when you grow you stand on Earth, earthed with your feet, but 

your head is in HEAVEN. This bridge allows you to get the ENERGY you need for your 

daily work. It is only a question of how much you believe in this possibility. 

 

Question : What is the difference between INNER PEACE and MENTAL PEACE? 

 

LUKAS : These are actually the same aspects. He, who relaxes within, has this inner peace through 

the spirit within, the spirit that triggers this. It starts with a search and once you have found 

it, the process of mental absorption that leads to INNER PEACE begins. The achieved 

result is certainly not limited. Think about the INNER PEACE of a JESUS CHRIST! 

JESUS could not have endured his short life without INNER PEACE. It is exactly the same 

for you, but on a smaller scale: You must also weather the storms in your life. 

 

Question : Will something positive eventuate in the year 2000 in regards to spiritual knowledge? 

 

ARON : We can answer this with a clear “yes”. Mankind has started to contemplate the things some 

people are proclaiming. They look for answers on other levels and they recognise that there 

must be more than what one can hear, taste and smell. People are now ready to give birth to 

an extra SENSE. This is the introduction to a new world era, one that will hopefully bring 

peace. 

 

Question : From your point of view, when will official contact be made with the SANTINER? 

 

ARON : Kind regards from TAI SHIIN. He would like to answer this personally and he is prepared 

to appear here after the summer recess.  

 

Question : We are looking forward to this! - Can you tell us roughly when the information about 

UFO’S becomes common knowledge? 

 

ARON : The next years will be decisive in regards to the whole history of the world. During this 

time, pointers will be set in regards to what is going to eventuate on this planet. You are a 

section of those that help to establish the new direction. Many people, many souls on this 

continent are preparing themselves for this new development. Knowledge about the 

SANTINER and about contacts with the spiritual realm increases daily.  

 

  (T. B: Will report.) 
 

Objection: When you say that the points for the future will be set in the next years, entering the year 

2,000 can not be as important as astrologers and past prophets have indicated.  
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ARON :  Allow yourselves to be surprised. The first set of points has been set. It will never end in an 

almighty bang! 

 

 Question : We could hear the sound of negative abuse on the last tape recording. How is it possible 

that negative voices are recorded during our meetings?  

 

ARON : This can certainly happen, even though we try very hard to protect this circle through the 

great number of GUARDIAN ENTITIES that are here. But remember that due to the 

brightness this circle emanates and your work, many souls are guest here that have asked to 

be admitted in order to enlighten their soul. We pay special attention that you receive 

messages on tape. These are backup mechanisms, there to support you with your work. 

Remember: There are also dark souls asking to return to the divine LIGHT. 

 

Question : Where exactly is the boundary of one’s right to make free-will decisions? 

 

LUKAS : The right to make free-will decisions has no boundary, not even when it is directed against 

everything -, yes, even against the CREATOR. You are faced with proof of that every day. 

The right of free choice is expressed most acutely in GOD’S antagonist. Destructive free 

choice in a superlative form is present in him. 

 

Question : What substantiates the fact that peaceful coexistence between people becomes ever more 

difficult? 

 

LUKAS : It has not actually become a lot more difficult. It was limited to within the family in the 

past. Quite often troubles arose when the husband returned from work of an evening, 

especially if alcohol was involved. The wife only knew about running a household and she 

was busy guiding the children. -  The wife also holds down a job these days and has 

therefore “escaped” the usual housework expected from here in the past. This gives her the 

opportunity to learn about other things, outside of the confines of the house. But this 

certainly doesn’t reduce her troubles. But women are more appreciated these days, because 

running a household and bringing up children was not something men found worthy of 

recognition in the past. - In  their opinion anyway. 

 

  Children are worse off these days. They lack someone to talk to, to some degree and this 

results in refractory behaviourism. Wherein are the advantages and disadvantages? - This 

might be a theme worthwhile pursuing one day. You can think about it. 

 

Question : Could you give our politicians advice about how permanent peace could be achieved here 

on Earth? 

 

  (T. B: Oh, that is possible!) 
 

 LUKAS : Naturally. - It will not work without the CREATOR! We have to underline this. All the 

sessions of the UN or other panels are doomed to failure, if the CREATOR in the role of 

PEACE BRINGER, well, plainly speaking as PEACE and LOVE, remains excluded from 
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any discussions. Permanent peace will only then be achieved when this is taken into 

consideration. 

 

Question : What do you think about the confessions the Church hears from its members that is 

supposed to free them from all their sins and that is supposed to bring them INNER 

PEACE? 

 

LUKAS : It is a lot of nonsense! An unrivalled blasphemy! It is absurd that none of the present day 

Church dignitaries has ever thought about what they are doing here. - I must correct 

myself: Some of the Church representatives have recognised the signs of the times, but 

many of them they lack the courage. 

 

Question : The world needs to put an end to its history of might. This has always been necessary from 

a moral point of view, but due to the presence of nuclear weapons, it has become 

absolutely imperative. Through what means could this be achieved? 

 

ARON:  This is presently not conceivable. The power-political energy presently reigning on Earth is 

still very strong and it is still held in high regards. Power gives a lot of people a lot of 

elbowroom and these souls are not willing to relinquish it lightly. 

 

Question : In addition to this we have all sorts of incalculable dangers like nuclear tests, unidentified 

microbes etc. Could a situation arise where man would one day completely disappear from 

the surface of the Earth? 

 

ARON : This is conceivable. But we hope that this will not eventuate, so that GOD’S divine PLAN 

can be continued.     

 

Question : From our point of view, when it comes to outbreak of hostilities the main culprits are the 

hate campaigns by the press, radio and television. Do you share this point of view? 

 

ARON : This is a part of what converges on various levels and VIBRATIONS. One has to take an 

overall view because many elements lead to the development of such negative waves. 

Might can be aligned either positive or negative. This is once again connected to free will. - 

Every individual person ought to deliberate on which way to go. Negative energy attracts 

various VIBRATIONS and this gives the press and television the opportunity to decide the 

format a report should take. 

 

Point of interest: A typical manipulation of the mass media is the misinformation politics applied in 

regards to    wheat circles, UFO’S and the like that still turn up all over the world. 

 

ARON : They decide on what is transmitted or passed on. The power of the press ought not to be 

underestimated. Do not believe everything just because it’s there in black and white! 

 

Question : Could solid spiritual PRINCIPLES bring about a reformation in regards to our religious 

philosophy, thereby making peace all over the world possible? 
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ARON : This would constitute a beginning, an element to guide world-peace in the right direction. It 

would be more important that people recognise that their own, human attitude has a 

decisive influence when it comes to making conscious changes. 

 

Question : Racial differences have always been a source for conflict here on Earth. Are there any 

racial differences outside of the Earth’s sphere?   

  

ARON : More eminent ENTITIES do not regard racial differences as that important anymore. 

WARMTH of HEART is important there! - There are racial differences, but not on 

Metharia, the home planet of the SANTINER. There are other planets that are also 

populated by the SANTINER. 

 

Question : Wouldn’t there have to be some kind of prerequisites present to secure world-peace? 

 

LUKAS : Yes, naturally. You must know, and this without doubt, that there is a LEADERSHIP, 

namely GOD’S HIERARCHY. It is ready the set the points when asked to do so. This 

means that you have to know and learn to request. This is the key to all the problems of 

your world. 

 

Question : Can one regard the divine LAWS you conveyed to us as such basic prerequisites?  

 

LUKAS : This is the next step. You have to know first that there is a GOD! Only then can you get to 

know HIS LAWS, because only then will you be ready to even hear them and accept them. 

 

Participant: Looking at it from this angle, mankind is still far removed from becoming a bunch of 

peace loving people. 

 

LUKAS : Yes, unfortunately. Look around you and you will see the answer. But it isn’t like there was 

no hope. We can see that by the numerous spiritual circles and by all the people who 

increasingly open up to these question. For as long as this exists, this world is not lost.  

 

Objection: With all the many religious denominations that exist here on Earth, where every one of 

them assumes to know the true GOD, where religious wars have raged over centuries, a lot 

of this would have to be doomed to fail before it even starts.  

 

LUKAS : The soul bores and bores. It is the mind that blocks any attempts and it has to be redeemed. 

Whatever you call the UNIVERSAL SPIRIT, be it Manitu, Allah or any other name, is of 

no consequence at all. Thoughts will always arrive and therefore all prayers also.  

 

 It is the VIBRATION that makes the connection here and not the name. Make that 

distinction here! 
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Question : By the way, how are the VIBRATIONS on this planet in regards to the special star 

constellation1 of yesterday? 

 

LUKAS : Very confused and also very good, respectively in a spirit of upheaval. A lot of things will 

change, but you are well aware of that anyway. The progress of time will not slow down. 

The new time races with enormous speed. We can see and recognise this clearly. This 

heightened VIBRATION goes hand in hand with these changes. But GOD’S antagonist can 

act just as swiftly! This has to be taken into consideration. 

 

Question : Many clairvoyants would have to doubt there abilities, after yesterday. How do you see 

this?  

LUKAS : Well, they have quietened down a little. It is always a case where many are of the opinion 

that “Day X” will be on the day of the solar eclipse. What they forget is that this solar 

eclipse, in conjunction with this particular constellation of the planets, is only the beginning 

of something that will not eventuate within the two minutes of the solar eclipse. Things 

don’t move fast enough for these people and that is the mistake as far as they are 

concerned. 

 

Question : You write that some changes will take place in regards to people and nature. In what 

respect? 

 

LUKAS : Well, changes takes place all the time, be they positive or negative. You are the key to this. 

The key the powers of LIGHT and darkness make use of. As the VIBRATIONS 

HEIGHTEN, the Earth enters more and more into a critical phase, that is to say, the 

negative world strikes out more and more. It feels that the Earth is changing and life with 

it. 

 

Question : What effect does this have on people? 

 

LUKAS : It depends on the type of person. One feels dizzy, the other feels unwell or is depressed, a 

continuing up and down. The first prominent HEIGHTENING of VIBRATIONS took 

place in 1987. It was the time of the so-called “harmonic conversion”. The next one was in 

1991 and the last one in 1999. 

 

Question : How does the body deal with this revolutionary process? 

 

 

 The mind and the body break away from the soul more and more and thereby the divine 

CORE also. This increases the personal dissonance and all sorts of symptoms can 

arise. 

 

 
1 Saturn was in opposition to Mars. The Sun and the Moon in conjunction and this again in opposition to Uranus. Saturn formed a quadrant in regards to 

Uranus and also to the Sun-Moon conjunction. In addition to this there was the Mars-quadrant-Uranus and Mars-quadrant-Sun-Moon conjunction. This 

formed the aspect of: THE GREAT CROSS, with the Earth at its centre. 
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Remain focused! We want to make it clear to you that you reduce the distance between 

soul, mind and body. You know how! The soul is multidimensional, that is to say, 

DIVINE. Mind and body belong to the Earth and therefore to the third dimension.  

 

LUKAS : The soul feels the change, the body to a lesser degree. 

    

 The mind needs to be convinced that there is a GOD. Once the mind is convinced, it 

allows the soul to take control, thereby redeeming itself. The soul, the mind and the 

body will then become one unit.  

 

Fear and dread are then non-representational. These aspects are dissolved, respectively 

TRANSFORMED. This represents the evolutionary step one should strive for and it is also 

the final aim of the Age of Aquarius, but that doesn’t mean that you have to wait another 

2,000 years to achieve this. That is a mistake! 

 

Question : What is the situation like with animals? 

 

LUKAS : Animals have a completely different SOUL COSMOS and they have nothing to do with the 

development of man. Once you have developed, the suffering of animals will also come to 

an end and this includes the abattoirs with their atrocities.  

 

ARON : It is very important for us to begin with to tell you that the Earth is beginning to re-

orientate itself in order to deal with what the future has in mind for it. Mankind must ask 

itself what the reason for being here on Earth really is.  

 

 The natural event that occurred in the sky opened the windows of many souls and it 

served the purpose of making them inquisitive and more knowledgeable. 

 

This recurring natural phenomenon, something that has taken place innumerable times, has 

always and will always be a way to reach your human soul, because there is more between 

heaven and earth than mankind can observe. Many souls will  now begin to set out and 

journey along the divine PATH. 

 

Question : You said that the Earth is beginning to re-orientate itself. What does this actually mean? 

 

ARON : This practically means that many people asked themselves: “What am I doing here on this 

planet as a soul?” - “What are GOD and DIVINITY all about?” - “What is the meaning of 

what many eminent MASTERS have brought down to us here on Earth?” - The Earth will 

also amplify its RATE of VIBRATIONS. The Earth will speed up its time sequence, this 

includes all the things you are unable to perceive either physically, mentally and 

psychically. 
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Question : Why didn’t the SANTINER use the solar eclipse to show their presence in the European 

sky, the way they did in Mexico when there was a solar eclipse there in  1991?2  

 

ARON : What astrologers had predicted would then have eventuated and all the things that were 

falsely interpreted would not have been positive but negative and would have awakened 

fears. 

 

Objection: But in spite the great number of UFOS, no fears were awakened in Mexico. On the 

contrary - people were jubilant! 

 

ARON : Many people on this planet have anticipated that day with fears in their heart. Many were 

made quite insecure by the prophecies of seers and astrologers. This would have been the 

wrong time for the SANTINER to make their message known. 

 

Objection: But this poured water on the mills of various scientists and atheists, because they “always 

knew” that the whole esoteric scene is run by “imbeciles” and that the prophesised changes 

are nothing more than a “spectacle and a phantasm”.  

 

ARON : They are thinkers that with their set thought schematics would interpret this either way 

anyway. Due to what you were privileged to experience here and due to the IMPULSES 

this new KNOWLEDGE has set within man’s thoughts and mind, a new way of looking at 

things will be the result. Be patient! Everyone takes their own time and decides their own 

tempo. 

 

Question : The question is: Do we have enough time left? Planet Earth is being damaged more and 

more and one day it will be too late. 

 

ARON : GOD the CREATOR will give you all the time you need. 

 

Question : Must all the people on Earth therefore learn to develop divine LOVE within in order to 

guarantee world-peace here on Earth and in order to fulfil our GOD-GIVEN 

ASSIGNMENT? 

 

LUKAS : Not just develop! First of all acknowledge GOD. Only then can your LOVE for HIM 

unfold. But very few people are able to do so.  

 

Question : Do we burden ourselves, respectively all of mankind with karma, if this ASSIGNMENT is 

not fulfilled? 

 

LUKAS : What happens if you don’t make the grade at school? - Well, you must repeat that grade 

again. We, here in the spiritual realm, talk about the so-called reincarnation. In order to 

break free from the wheel of incarnations, you must return over again until you have 

learned your lessons. This is therefore a personal education and therefore also a personal 

karma. 

 

 
2 See the video “VISITORS IN THE SKY, UFOS over Mexico”. 
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  But there is certainly also a national karma, something the German people have to fulfil at 

this moment in time. Apart from those that died of the consequences of the last war, many 

millions of people were murdered and this is why you have to share your country with 

many asylum seekers and persecuted people. You also have to share your hard earned 

money with these people in order to reduce your karma. 

 

  (T. B: That is correct.) 
 

 Participant: We thank you very much for answering our questions. 

 

ARON : We return your thanks back to you with an affectionate heart. For the coming weeks, we 

wish you all the necessary ENERGY you need in order to find your INNER PEACE, in 

order to listen within and to allow your heart to express itself.  

 

  We have discussed with you a great number of divine LAWS and you now have a store of 

information to help you undertake the journey back to the CREATOR. What this INNER 

PEACE involves is that one lives one’s life on this planet content and happy.  

 

  Through the trust that is connected with this INNER PEACE, negative messages cannot 

affect you on that particular 11th of August. Then when you have your divine trust and your 

inner peace, these kinds of prophesied dates cannot trigger fears or erect blockages within 

you. We hope that these past evenings have helped your own soul’s development to mature 

and to harden your resolve. 

 

 If we would give you an assignment it would be for you read these protocols with their 

guidelines more often so that they are not forgotten.   

       

A lot of important information has come across; many important impulses came from you. 

Do not chop it up, but deal with it! This is the only way you can find your INNER PEACE 

and the way to GOD. We salute you with radiant thoughts and thank you for your 

questions. Before this evening comes to a close, we should deliberate about how to arrange 

the next evening. 

 

Participant: Do you have any suggestions? 

 

ARON : It would please us if the following themes would find an exchange of thoughts: 

 

  What positive characteristics are to be developed on this planet in 
order to go into the LIGHT? 

 
  What we are trying to say is that every individual person should try to apply certain 

characteristics during their life on Earth. With “characteristics” we mean the divine LAWS 

we have discussed in detail. Because every human being is independent and a unique 

individual with its own characteristics, it is important to have a closer look to see where 

one is of the opinion that divine LAWS cannot be applied. This can be looked at from a 
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global and also individual point of view. This would give every one a chance to see how 

the next step will have to be taken. We leave it up to you to decide whether this applies on 

a global level or individually, for every single one. 

 

  We hope you have a wonderful week. Do not forget about the contact with us through your 

thoughts and in meditation. We are looking forward to the next evening, but this evening is 

not only arranged by us and because we are going to have an eminent ENTITY as a guest.  

 

  GREETING IN THE NAME OF GOD! 

 

  ARON, LUKAS and the TEAM. 

 

Words from WHITE EAGLE for the following day: 

 

Karma represents a new opportunity and also a settling of old debts. You create your own 

environmental conditions and you must learn to live with them - by living in them you will overcome 

them. You overcome them through your karma. You will overcome flaws in your character through 

karma thereby gaining the POWER and the WISDOM that flows from GOD to you. Karma educates 

and prepares you in a most perfect way for the work in GOD’S GARDEN. 

 

 


